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Saint Luke’s Hospital - NICU 

Project: Saint Luke’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Suites (NICU) 

Completed: 2018 

Location: Kansas City, Missouri 

Specifier: Benson Method  
(Consulting Electrical Engineer James Beutler, WL Cassell & Associates, Inc.) 

Project Overview 

My Role - Project Manager 

The original request received from the specifier was for (3) wall 
mounted lights for each of the (23) renovated NICU patient rooms 
with the caveat being…“we would like to have the LED light 
programmed for acoustics so that when people are talking loudly 
the light will turn to red and when speech is at a normal level the 
LED light is back to the normal color temperature”. Luckily, the 
hospital was able to outsource an electrical engineer who I worked 
closely with to understand all of the device needs and how to 
create a solution that would allow the product to function properly. 

I acted as a conduit between the specifier, contracted electrical 
engineer, Sonic-U manufacturer, 3-form legal, installer, and the 
LightArt internal teams - design developer, CAD teammate, and 
fabricators. Through my diligence in research, sampling, verifying 
compatibility, and building a prototype, this micro-controller 
adapted lighting solution was a success. 

Whereas other Project Managers would have turned down the 
initial request, stating it was simply a product we could not do. Not 
being one to shy away from a challenge, I addressed the risk 
upfront with all parties in agreement we moved forward towards a 
solution, provided that the samples and prototypes created 
benchmarks for small design tweaks and a final solution that was a 
one-of-a-kind meaningful light fixture and functional tool.
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Obstacles 

Still under a quick time constraint to provide a solution with little detail 

from the specifier, they came back with more information requiring only 

(2) sconces per room, at a total of (56) sconces, keep the cost down by 

using stock material, undecided about the style of fixture and at the time 

we had told them that we would need to outsource a vendor for the 

programming of the LED’s to react to specific acoustic values. 

Additionally, after I was able to speak with my manager, the company 

owner, and our legal department to put everyone at ease and confirm 

that we would only provide warranty and accept responsibility for any 

functional issues on the shade portion of the fixture - not the 

programmable unit. 

These fixtures required CSA certification, which meant additional costs 

added to the budget for the contracted inspector and scheduling in the 

inspection time within the timeline constraints of the project. CSA = The 

CSA registered mark shows that a product has been independently tested 

and certified to meet recognized standards for safety or performance. 

The registered mark is a certification sticker with a unique number, the 

on-site inspector documents and applies to the interior of the light fixture 

in the final QC check before the fixture is packaged to ship. 

Photo 1 + 2 Right: Show the first round of sample testing the electrical 

engineer, specifier and LightArt sales rep completed to come to a 

conclusion of diffusion and patternless shade material needed and how 

the Sonic-U would function and fit within a standard LightArt LA2 Four 

sconce (standard fixture) to reduce modifications and costs to an existing 

functional light design. An additional design consideration, was to 

incorporate a partition to section off the bleed of the colored light from 

the Sonic-U to the standard constant white LED light output of the top 

portion of the fixture. 

1. 

2. 
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Obstacles + Project Process Details 

I was able to request a Sonic-U module from the manufacturer so that we 

could have a hands-on component to check against while working with 

CAD and our metal manufacturers, lighting lab, and shade fabricators to 

produce a product where all the pieces fit seamlessly. 

I worked with the sales rep to order a variety of 8”x8” samples of white 

fabric + white film layered within the resin sheet that would meet the 

diffusion and functionality requirements for this custom fixture. Not only 

did it have to pass a diffusion test, but also pass the routing fabrication 

test to make sure that there would not be any faulty seams or light leak. 

I created a variety of renderings and quotes, presented on the following 

pages for the specifier to present, electrical engineer to sign off on, and 

hospital board to approve. As this project gained momentum, the 

feedback allowed the scope to narrow and the final specifications to 

come to fruition in a real, functional product. 

Photo 1 + 2 Right: The detailed drawing by the electrical engineer, 

James Beutler, to help me understand the components, electrical input/

output location, and mounting points. I made sure when choosing a 

power supply that 1) the stock we needed for this project was readily 

available and 2) that it would be compatible for both the standard LED’s 

in the top portion of the sconce as well as meet the needs for the power 

supply needed for the Sonic-U component.

1. 

2. 
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Below: It was important for me to understand the functionality and the electrical power needs for the Sonic-U component and the LightArt portion of the fixture. Detailed 
consideration was taken by myself, double checking with the electrical engineer, and verifying internally with the LightArt design developer - that yes, in fact all that has 
been chosen would function according to plan + drawings. * See drawings on the following page *
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Below: Drawings for the final prototype mock up for review and signature approval by electrical engineer, specifier and hospital board.
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Obstacles 

The last obstacle was when the manufacturer of Sonic-U received the final 

prototype and realized if would not fit in their calibration chamber to 

make sure that all of the Sonic-U modules would function with the shade 

enclosure. He asked me if he could just “cut the fixture to fit” in the 

chamber, to which I told him this would not be a reasonable solution - 

however, that I could provide him with a smaller sub-prototype to create 

his calibrations if he provided me with the measurements of the sound 

chamber. 

Photo 1 + 2 Right: The noted renderings I created for the CAD 

teammate to create the cut files and the fabrication team to quickly use 

scraps from the prototype fabrication sheet to create the calibration 

chamber box for Sonic-U to make their last adjustments for the final 

installation of the fixtures + Sonic-U modules. 

Following page: 

Photo 1 + 2 Following Page: The second prototype, after the selected 

all white shade material layup with the exact diffusion needed had been 

approved, the full scale prototype was created to show the custom metal 

partition and LED strip top portion interaction, shade fit, assembly and 

functionality of the Sonic-U when installed in specific mounted position. 

Photo 3 + 4 + 5 Following Page: These images correspond to the video 

sound and functionality test that occurred in studio with LightArt 

fabrication team members. The green is to indicate that there is a light 

auditory reading within range of the infant, the yellow acts as a 

cautionary “lower your voice” indicator, and the red indicated that there 

is too much auditory noise within range of the infant and to curtail human 

behavior to meet NICU healthy auditory limitations.

1. 

2. 
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Project Takeaways 

- Follow your intuition, if asking the right questions and 

having the right resources allow you to move forward 

towards a solution, communicate the plan of action and 

make sure everyone is on agreement to move forward 

towards a collective solution. 

- Modifying what already exists to meet a customers 

needs is another way of not rewriting the wheel, rather 

making it fit another chassis. Saving time and money. 

- Doing the research and understanding what one is 

working with is key to making sure everyone is 

confident about the plan of action and what to expect. 

- Double checking the fine print and setting 

expectations about what each party involved in a given 

project is responsible for. In terms of warranty and the 

nuances of environment for a very vulnerable young 

life, would be an important detail in making sure the 

operation of devices is accounted for and the correct 

direct contacts are noted in the paperwork for routine 

maintenance. 

- This project became a shared learning tool for the 

national sales team in terms of what LightArt could 

achieve with pairing a custom fixture with another 

vendors micro sensor. Something that had been 

achieved before in the LightArt product line.


